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ABSTRACT

This workshop paper aims at bringing a new perspective to data phys-
icalization by investigating how haptics can help designers explore
design variables. We first introduce data physicalization and physi-
cal variables. We then delineate challenges in data physicalization:
enabling granular data manipulation, reducing ideation waste. We
cover emerging trends in haptics: accessible and modular devices;
computable soft haptics materials; usable software frameworks. We
propose opportunities in haptics for data physicalization: exploring
physical data mappings with haptics; reducing ideation waste by
haptic preprint.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—
Visualization design and evaluation methods—Data Physicalization

1 INTRODUCTION

Data physicalization is a field that studies how data can be expressed
in physical artifacts through encodings of material and geometrical
properties. Jansen et al. recently compiled a list of opportunities and
challenges for this practice [17]. They propose a research agenda
that includes designing physical data representations, starting by
charting the design space of physical variables. To come up with
a unified design language for data physicalization, we believe that
we first need to enable data physicalization designers to replicate
artifacts. By replicating artifacts, designers empirically train them-
selves to map 1) descriptions of perceived variables (for instance
verbal constructs) that they use for communicating among peers, to
2) perceptions that they obtain through their senses of touch and
vision by manipulating such artifacts as individuals.

Physical variables are composed of haptic and visual variables,
supporting the look and feel of data. Jansen et al. argue that it is
important to study how visual and haptic variables can be combined
in physicalizations [17]. Hogan et al. followed up by extending this
combination with auditory feedback into a multisensory representa-
tion [14, 15]. Vision is certainly the human sense that received the
most and earliest attention in the history of computerized systems
(with communities such as computer graphics and visualization),
followed by audition (with communities such as computer music,
auditory displays) and later by the sense of touch decomposed into
the tactile-proprio-kinesthetic senses (with communities such as
haptics and more recently shape-changing interaction).

Visual variables have been studied by Bertin [5]. Mackinlay [20]
and Carpendale [6] employed visual variables as a basis to describe
graphical representations and to generate information visualizations.
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Haptic variables are employed in two research subcommunities
that study haptic feedback: vibrotactile and force feedback. The first
studies tactile properties perceived through the skin (tactile), the
second complements it with the study of the perception through body
mechanics (proprioceptive) and movement (kinesthetic). Though
haptics is an active research field, the main outcomes of almost
three decades of research are limited to cost-effective vibrotactile
feedback (as in mobile phones) or expensive force-feedback devices
(mainly for surgical operation simulation). Strohmeier and Hornbæk
recently introduced tactile granularity variables (roughness, bumpi-
ness, sharpness or adhesiveness) that they generate with audio signal
variables (amplitude and timbre) to produce haptic textures [26].

The research community on shape-changing user interfaces pro-
poses useful works that are instrumental for studying physical vari-
ables: Kim et al. propose an up-to-date taxonomy for reconfigurable
user interfaces: Morphees+ [18]. Quamar et al. review shape-
changing materials (such as auxetic materials) and discuss how these
can support the engineering of applications in HCI [22].

2 CHALLENGES IN DATA PHYSICALIZATION DESIGN

We delineate two challenges in data physicalization: (1) enabling
granular data manipulation; (2) reducing waste during ideation.

2.1 Enabling granular data manipulation
Willett, Jansen, and Dragicevic envisioned the concept of embedded
or situated data representations [30]. In this concept, the display
of data is situated near or directly embedded inside the source that
generates data. We propose to extend this concept as follows: the ma-
nipulation of data with active (tactile-proprio-kinesthetic) feedback
should be as granular as the visual display of data. An ideal example
of granularity would be one haptic and visual representation per data
point. Currently most systems enabling the direct manipulation of
data are either granular but with passive feedback (multitouch user
interfaces); or non-granular but with active feedback (haptic user
interfaces with a single pointer or effector).

We need to find technologies that enable a manipulation of data
physicalizations with granular haptic and visual feedback.

2.2 Reducing waste during ideation
The ideation and fabrication of data physicalization artifacts can
be digital, manual, or mixed. This is comparable with choosing to
sketch digitally or on paper. Several fabrication techniques can be
employed and the choice of materials directly impacts sustainabil-
ity in terms of the amount of waste produced. Traditional stiff 3d
printed parts are usually made of Poly-Lactic Acid (PLA) plastic,
a biodegradable and bioactive thermoplastic aliphatic polyester
derived from renewable resources, such as corn starch (https:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polylactic_acid) and laser-cut
parts are usually made of acrylic. Silicon is usually favored to
3d print softer materials.

We need to ensure that materials used for ideating data physi-
calizations are sustainable, recyclable. We need to find a proxy for
simulating the feeling of the design space of such materials while
ideating data physicalizations.
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3 EMERGING TRENDS IN HAPTICS

We cover three emerging trends in haptics: (1) accessible and modu-
lar devices; (2) computable soft haptics materials; (3) usable soft-
ware frameworks.

3.1 Accessible and modular devices
A decade ago, O’Malley and Gupta listed the following future trends:
Haptic devices would gain greater accessibility in commercial ap-
plications. Data visualization would be improved by use of haptic
displays that enable increased channels of information conveyance
to the user [21].

Currently, mostly all smartphones or game pads provide basic vi-
brotactile feedback. There are lots of force-feedback haptic devices,
but few are cheap, accessible, modular and opensource. An overview
of existing force-feedback devices is offered by Haptipedia [24].

However, the new opensource Haply platform [9] enables design-
ers to modularly create devices with up to 4 Degree(s) Of Freedom
(DOFs), and is to our knowledge the only toolkit still available today
and affording such a modularity. Other opensource projects not yet
featured in Haptipedia are: the FireFader [3] offering a 1-DOF linear
slider and WoodenHaptics [31] offering a 3-DOF serial device with
a pen-like manipulator.

Usual “stiff” force-feedback devices usually feature up to 6 DOFs.
Florens et al. pushed this boundary with their Ergos panoply cus-
tomizing the amount of slices [11]. Recent advances in soft robotics
offer opportunities to develop soft haptics applications with greater
degrees of freedom.

3.2 Computable soft haptics materials
Bret Victor’s research agenda poster [29] features visions among
which one foresees how shape-changing user interfaces can support
humans in thinking by manipulating dynamic objects. Alexander et
al. recently defined the challenges of shape-changing interfaces [1].
They call for inspiration from soft robotics, with initiatives such as
the IROS 2018 Workshop on Shape Changing Robotic Structures and
Interfaces (http://iros2018.softhaptics.website/). The
soft robotics community studies and produces complex deformable
structures inspired by organic materials, with lower manufacturing
costs and material weight.

Soft haptics interaction applications are emerging (for instance
by Largillière et al. [19]). Authoring tools such as the Soft Robotics
plugin by Coevoet et al. [7] for the open-source platform for physics-
based simulation SOFA by Faure et al. [10] are however still cur-
rently targeted to expert users. Existing toolkits for pneumatic [12]
or hydraulic [13] applications that could enable soft haptics are
either unavailable for sale or still hard to replicate. The Fluidic
Control Board Kit by Holland et al. [16] is opensource but available
for sale only in the US (https://softroboticstoolkit.com/
paradox-robotics).

3.3 Usable authoring tools
According to a survey [23], confirmed hapticians tend to favor C/C++
frameworks such as Chai3d [8].These software frameworks offer
comprehensive haptics and physics simulation capabilities, however
require expert engineering and software development skills.

To design the new generation of authoring tools for data physi-
calization, we propose to seek inspiration from tools for authoring
haptic feedback coupled it together with sound synthesis. DIMPLE
by Sinclair and Wanderley [25] integrated the Chai3d haptics frame-
work with the PureData visual programming environment for audio
dataflows so that haptic scenes can be procedurally generated and
coupled with sound synthesis. The Synth-A-Modeler Compiler and
Designer by Berdahl and Smith III [4] had its visual programming
canvas resemble electronics schematics and mechanical diagrams.

4 OPPORTUNITIES IN HAPTICS FOR DATA PHYSICALIZATION

We propose two opportunities in haptics for data physicalization: (1)
exploring physical data mappings with haptics; (2) reducing ideation
waste by haptic preprint.

4.1 Explore physical data mappings with haptics
One opportunity for data physicalization is to investigate how the
design space of physical data mappings could be explored. We argue
that haptics would enable designers to feel physical data mappings,
by designing the right authoring tools.

Bret Victor envisioned the concept of explorable explanations in
his talks [28] and research agenda poster [29]. A related commu-
nity develops authoring tools for creating explorable explanations
(http://explorabl.es/tools/). One of its principles is to ex-
plain facts supported by data rather than by words, and to improve
understanding by having readers directly manipulate data when
browsing the explanations. We propose to extend this concept to the
manual exploration of data physicalizations.

4.2 Reduce ideation waste by haptic preprint
As second opportunity, we foresee haptic devices as tools to support
proofreading data physicalizations before fabrication. This shares
similar goals with preprint software for paper printing, for example
tools that overlay all pages of a document with transparency to
visually check if margins are the same, instead of noticing such
errors after printing.

HapticPrint [27] adds tactility, flexibility, and weight to objects
through two tools. Its first tool maps textures and UI elements onto
arbitrary shapes. Its second tool modifies the internal geometry of
models to affect compliance and weight characteristics. Inserting a
supplementary step in the HapticPrint [27] workflow would allow
designers to feel textures using haptic devices, before 3d printing.

To assess the sustainability of such a solution, we still need to
address which device between a haptics device or a 3d printer would
consume less energy [2].

5 CONCLUSION

In this workshop paper, we brought a new perspective to data physi-
calization by investigating how haptics can help designers explore
design variables. We delineated challenges in data physicalization:
enabling granular data manipulation, reducing ideation waste. We
covered emerging trends in haptics: accessible and modular devices;
computable soft haptics materials; usable software frameworks. We
proposec opportunities in haptics for data physicalization: exploring
physical data mappings with haptics; reducing ideation waste by
haptic preprint.
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